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Existing approaches to 3D medical image segmentation can be generally categorized into 
convolution-based or transformer-based methods. While convolutional neural networks (CNNs) 
demonstrate proficiency in extracting local features, they encounter challenges in capturing global 
representations. In contrast, the consecutive self-attention modules present in vision transformers 
excel at capturing long-range dependencies and achieving an expanded receptive field. In this 
paper, we propose a novel approach, termed SCANeXt, for 3D medical image segmentation. Our 
method combines the strengths of dual attention (Spatial and Channel Attention) and ConvNeXt

to enhance representation learning for 3D medical images. In particular, we propose a novel 
self-attention mechanism crafted to encompass spatial and channel relationships throughout 
the entire feature dimension. To further extract multiscale features, we introduce a depth-wise 
convolution block inspired by ConvNeXt after the dual attention block. Extensive evaluations on 
three benchmark datasets, namely Synapse, BraTS, and ACDC, demonstrate the effectiveness of 
our proposed method in terms of accuracy. Our SCANeXt model achieves a state-of-the-art result 
with a Dice Similarity Score of 95.18% on the ACDC dataset, significantly outperforming current 
methods.

1. Introduction

In recent years, vision transformers (ViTs) [1] have gradually surpassed and replaced Convolution Neural Network (CNN) and 
found wide applications in various downstream tasks of medical imaging, including segmentation [2–5], classification [6–9], restora-
tion [10–13], synthesis [14–17], registration [18–21], and object detection in medical images [22,23]. In particular, significant 
progress has been observed in 3D medical image segmentation with the adoption of Vision Transformers (ViTs) [24–28]. Transform-
ers have emerged as powerful tools for medical image segmentation, either as standalone techniques or as components of hybrid 
architectures. The self-attention mechanism, a core component of transformers, plays a crucial role in their success by enabling di-
rect capture of long-range dependencies. Drawing on the efficacy of self-attention, scholars have suggested incorporating spatial-wise 
attention alongside channel-wise attention within transformer blocks to capture interactions [29–31]. These dual attention schemes 
based on self-attention have demonstrated improved performance across medical image segmentation tasks [32–36]. Taking inspira-
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Fig. 1. Overview of our SCANeXt structure.

tion from the aforementioned research, we propose a novel transformer block that leverages spatial-wise and channel-wise attention 
mechanisms to enhance the capture of both spatial and channel information in 3D medical images.

Drawing insights from the successful experiences of both ViT and CNN, ConNeXt [37] is proposed as a pure convolutional network 
that surpasses sophisticated transformer-based models in performance and it also has widespread applications in 3D medical image 
segmentation [37–40]. However, ConNeXt faces challenges in terms of high computational FLOP demands associated with 3D depth-
wise convolutions. Inspired by the recent InceptionNeXt [41], we further incorporate grouped depth-wise convolutions with different 
group convolution kernels in our novel architecture. Our approach allows extracting multiscale information while simultaneously 
reducing model computational complexity.

In this paper, we propose a synergistic hybrid DADC module combining spatial and channel-wise attention-based transformers 
with the multi-scale feature extraction capabilities of 3D depth-wise convolutions for processing 3D medical images. As a fundamen-
tal component, the DADC module is seamlessly incorporated into both the encoder and decoder sections within our SCANeXt network 
architecture. Our approach leverages the Swin Transformer-based [42] spatial-wise attention module to capture a broad range of 
spatial information, surpassing the capabilities of traditional ViTs-based spatial attention modules. Concurrently, the channel-wise at-
tention transformer effectively captures channel information. To address the potential oversight of spatial details in the channel-wise 
transformer block, we introduce a gated-convolutional feed-forward network (GCFN) block. This block adeptly incorporates spatial 
information between layers within the channel-wise transformer, enhancing the overall depth of feature extraction. Our novel fusion 
mechanism seamlessly integrates these two distinct attention paradigms, forming a cohesive Dual Attention (DA) mechanism within 
the transformer framework in contrast to other methods that typically design spatial and channel attention separately. Complement-
ing the DA transformer module, our Depthwise Convolution (DC) module divides the input into three distinct groups, each subjected 
to 3D grouped convolutions with kernel sizes of 3, 11, and 21, respectively. This stratification enables a comprehensive extraction of 
multi-scale features. Our evaluations of SCANeXt, conducted on three diverse public volumetric datasets, have consistently demon-
strated its superiority in supervised segmentation tasks, significantly outperforming current state-of-the-art (SOTA) networks across 
all datasets.

We summarize our contributions as below:

• We introduce a hybrid hierarchical architecture tailored for 3D medical image segmentation, aiming to leverage the strengths of 
both transformers’ attention mechanism and depth-wise convolution. This amalgamation capitalizes on the unique advantages 
of each technique, resulting in enhanced segmentation performance.

• We introduce a novel dual attention module that comprises a Swin Transformer-based spatial attention block and a channel 
attention block with the ability to capture local spatial information. This module effectively captures both short-range and 
2

long-range visual dependencies, enhancing the ability to understand complex image structures and relationships.
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• We redesign a depth-wise convolution module based on InceptionNeXt for 3D medical image segmentation to extract deeper-
level information from feature maps processed by the dual attention module, resulting in significantly improved 3D medical 
image segmentation performance.

2. Related work

Depthwise Convolution Based Segmentation Methods: Deep learning techniques have gained widespread adoption in medical 
image segmentation tasks [43–46], showcasing outstanding performance owing to their exceptional feature extraction capabilities. 
Numerous U-Net variants have been employed in medical image segmentation [47–51]. UNet++ and UNet3+ have improved upon 
the basic skip connection structure of UNet by integrating multi-scale skip connections and full-scale skip connections. This en-
hancement facilitates more effective feature extraction at various levels. Attention UNet [52] introduces attention gates to suppress 
irrelevant regions and focus on salient features. ResUNet [48] builds upon the UNet architecture by incorporating residual connec-
tions, while MultiResUNet [49] utilizes a multi-resolution approach to replace traditional convolutional layers. Among the notable 
UNet variants in recent years, nnUNet [53] stands out for its ability to autonomously adapt to data preprocessing and automatically 
select the optimal network architecture, eliminating the need for manual interventions. STNet [54] extends the nnUNet framework 
to construct a segmentation model with enhanced scalability and transferability.

Apart from these advancements in the traditional convolution-based UNet architecture, recent studies have started to reexamine 
the concept of depthwise convolution, tailoring its characteristics to enhance robust segmentation. Sharp U-Net [38] integrates 
innovative connections between the encoder and decoder subnetworks, which entail applying depthwise convolution to the encoder 
feature maps with a sharpening spatial filter. The 3D2U-Net [55] utilizes depthwise convolutions as domain adapters to extract 
domain-specific features within each channel.

Both studies show that utilizing depthwise convolution can improve volumetric problems. Only a tiny kernel size is utilized for 
depthwise convolution. Previous studies have explored the efficacy of large-kernel (LK) convolution in medical image segmentation. 
For instance, LKAU-Net [56] is the first use of LK and dilated depthwise convolution for brain tumor segmentation. Following this, 
ConvNeXt, a modified convolutional neural network model rooted in the standard ResNet, is introduced by Liu et al. [37]. It replaces 
the cutting-edge Swin transformer in multiple computer vision applications. Inspired by ConvNeXt, ASF-LKUNet [57] devises a resid-
ual block with enlarged kernels and incorporates large-kernel global response normalization (GRN) channel attention, leveraging 
depthwise convolution to concurrently capture both global and local features. Introducing volumetric depthwise convolution with 
substantial kernel dimensions (7×7×7), 3D-UXNet [58] emerges as the pioneer in simulating large receptive fields within the Swin 
transformer to generate self-attention. RepUX-Net [39] achieves better adaptation with extremely large kernel sizes (21×21×21) 
depthwise convolution to get a larger receptive field for volumetric segmentation. However, 3D-UXNet and RepUX-Net only use Con-
vNeXt blocks partially in a standard convolution encoder, limiting their possible benefits. Presented by Saika et al. [40], MedNeXt 
stands as the inaugural fully ConvNeXt 3D segmentation network. It facilitates scaling in width (more channels) and receptive field 
(larger kernels) at both standard and up/downsampling layers.

Transformer-based Segmentation Methods: To our best knowledge, TransUNet [2] is the first to use a hybrid CNN-Transformer 
encoder that combines spatial information at high resolution from CNN features with the global context extracted from Transformers 
in the U-shaped architecture, and the decoder maintains CNN-based upsampling structure. Meanwhile, SwinUNet [4] is the first 
pure Transformer-based U-shaped architecture. Self-attention mechanism in the transformer-based encoder captures local and global 
features after patch embedding. In the encoder, patch merging is applied for downsampling, while in the decoder, patch expanding 
is utilized to achieve upsampling.

SwinMM [59] employs a self-supervised learning approach, emphasizing the use of Swin Transformer for multiview informa-
tion processing to enhance the performance of self-supervised learning in medical images. DS-TransUNet [60] adopts an effective 
dual-scale encoding mechanism that simulates non-local dependencies and multiscale contexts. It combines this mechanism with 
the Swin Transformer in both the encoder and decoder to enhance semantic segmentation quality. DS-TransUNet primarily focuses 
on improving segmentation performance through dual-scale encoding and a cross-fusion module. SwinPA-Net [61] introduces two 
modules, namely the Dense Multiplicative Connection (DMC) module and the Local Pyramid Attention (LPA) module, to aggre-
gate multiscale contextual information in medical images. By combining these two modules with the Swin Transformer, it learns 
more powerful and robust features. ST-UNet [62] uses Swin Transformer as the encoder and CNNs as the decoder, introducing the 
Cross-Layer Feature Enhancement (CLFE) module in the skip connection part. This design aims to leverage low-level features com-
prehensively to enhance global features and reduce the semantic gap between the encoding and decoding stages. These Swin-based 
medical segmentation methods provide inspiration for subsequent Transformer-based medical image segmentation approaches. For 
instance, UNTER [25] and SwinUNETR [28] replace the hybrid CNN-Transformer architecture of the encoder in TransUNet with a 
cascade of several ViTs and Swin Transformer modules, respectively, and remain the decoder unchanged. DBT-UNETR [63] adopts 
the patch embedding and patch merging from SwinUNETR and replaces the encoder with a straightforward concatenation of the 
encoders from UNETR and SwinUNETR. nnFormer [26] builds upon the SwinUNet architecture by replacing the patch embedding 
and patch merging operations in the encoder with 3D convolutions, and the patch expanding operation in the decoder with 3D decon-
volution. This enables the interleaving of convolutional and transformer-based blocks in the encoder and decoder, fully leveraging 
their respective advantages in feature extraction. TFCNs [64] introduce the Convolutional Linear Attention Block (CLAB), which 
encompasses two types of attention: spatial attention over the image’s spatial extent and channel attention over CNN-style feature 
3

channels. The aforementioned methods simply rearrange the CNN and transformer modules within the encoder and decoder struc-
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Fig. 2. Components of the spatial-wise transformer.

tures of UNet, without introducing any novel modules, resulting in limited improvements in segmentation performance. Compared 
with SwinUNet, MISSFormer [65] introduces a redesigned transformer block in the network structure of remix-FFN for integrating 
global information and local content. Additionally, MISSFormer proposes a novel ReMixed transformer context bridge to replace the 
skip connection between the encoder and decoder. CoTr, as introduced in [24], presents a novel mechanism for self-attention, termed 
the deformable self-attention. This mechanism constitutes the efficient DeTrans module, tailored for processing feature maps that are 
both multi-scale and high-resolution. These two approaches, which involve the redesign or improvement of the attention module in 
transformers, have also been widely applied in subsequent methods. Take the recent two SOTA methods as examples, VTUNet [27]
proposes parallel cross-attention and self-attention in the decoder to preserve global context.

The central aspect of UNETR++ [66] involves introducing a novel efficient paired attention (EPA) block. This block effectively 
captures spatial and channel-wise discriminative features by employing inter-dependent branches that incorporate spatial and chan-
nel attention mechanisms. However, the channel attention and spatial attention modules in EPA are independently designed and 
share the parameters during attention computations, without taking into account the interplay between the two attention modules. 
While we design a channel attention module to acquire channel information, we also consider the impact on local spatial information 
and use the designed gate structure to better capture local spatial information and obtain better feature extraction results. Further, 
4

we use the Swin transformer in the spatial attention module to obtain spatial information at different scales.
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Fig. 3. Components of the channel-wise transformer.

3. Method

Introducing SCANeXt, a transformer backbone characterized by its cleanliness, efficiency, and effectiveness, integrating local fine-
grained features with global representations. This section begins with an overview of the hierarchical layout of our model, succeeded 
by a comprehensive elucidation of both the dual attention module and the depthwise convolution module.

3.1. Overall architecture

Fig. 1 shows the SCANeXt architecture, which consists of a hierarchical encoder-decoder structure with skip connections between 
them, and convolutional blocks (ConvBlocks) for generating the prediction masks. The SCANeXt utilizes a hierarchical design that 
reduces feature resolution by a factor of two at each stage, efficiently capturing both local and global context information. Our 
SCANeXt framework distinguishes itself from the recently proposed TransUNet [60] and TFCNs [64]. TransUNet primarily focuses 
on integrating the U-Net architecture with Transformers to capture local features and global context information. In comparison, Our 
SCANeXt goes beyond by not only merging spatial and channel attention but also effectively extracting multi-scale features through 
depth convolution blocks. TFCNs introduce the Convolutional Linear Attention Block (CLAB) for spatial and channel attention while 
SCANeXt integrates transformer Attention Block with three components: Spatial Attention Block, Channel-wise Attention Block, 
and Spatial Channel Fusion Block. Inspired by the Swin Transformer, the Spatial Attention Block utilizes the W-MSA and SW-MSA 
structures to capture spatial features and the Channel-wise Attention Block comprises MDTA, GDFN, and GCFN, designed based on 
the MSA in Vision Transformer.

In our SCANeXt framework, the encoder is structured with four stages. Initially, during the first phase of patch embedding, the 
5

volumetric input undergoes a segmentation into 3D patches. This process is succeeded by the incorporation of our innovative dual 
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Fig. 4. Components of the depthwise convolution module.

attention and depthwise convolution (DADC) module. In the context of patch embedding, the division of each 3D input (volume) 
𝒙𝑢 ∈ ℝ𝐻×𝑊 ×𝐷 takes place, resulting in non-overlapping patches 𝒙𝑢 ∈ ℝ𝑁×(𝑃1 ,𝑃2 ,𝑃3), where (𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃3) signifies the resolution of 
each patch and 𝑁 = 𝐻

𝑃1
× 𝑊

𝑃2
× 𝐷

𝑃3
represents the sequence length. The specified patch resolution is denoted as (𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃3) = (2, 2, 2). 

Following this, the patches undergo projection into 𝐶 channel dimensions, generating feature maps sized 𝐻
𝑃1

× 𝑊

𝑃2
× 𝐷

𝑃3
× 𝐶 . In the 

subsequent encoder stages, downsampling layers employ non-overlapping convolution to decrease the resolution by a factor of two. 
Subsequently, the DADC block is integrated into the process.

In the proposed SCANeXt framework, each block of the DADC module integrates modules for spatial attention and channel 
attention, followed by a depthwise convolution module. The dual attention module effectively captures enriched representations by 
incorporating information from both spatial and channel dimensions. Simultaneously, the depthwise convolution module adjusts to a 
broad receptive field, enhancing features through the expansion of independent channels. To establish connectivity between encoder 
and decoder stages, skip connections are employed. These connections merge outputs at varying resolutions, facilitating the retrieval 
of spatial information that may be lost the downsampling procedures. This, in turn, contributes to the generation of more accurate 
predictions. In a parallel to the encoder’s configuration, the decoder is structured into four stages. Within each stage, an upsampling 
layer is incorporated, employing deconvolution to double the resolution of feature maps. Following the upsampling layer, the DADC 
block is applied, with the exception of the last decoder stage. The channel count reduces by half between successive decoder stages. 
The final decoder’s outputs are fused with convolutional feature maps to not only restore spatial information but also enhance feature 
representation. The resultant output undergoes further processing through 3×3×3 and 1×1×1 convolutional blocks, culminating in 
voxel-wise final mask predictions. Subsequently, we provide a detailed exposition on our DADC block.

3.2. Dual attention block

This section introduces the Dual Attention Block (DAB), designed to comprehensively capture spatial and channel-wise dependen-
cies. Illustrated within the dashed box in Fig. 1, the DAB is composed of three fundamental sub-blocks: the Spatial Attention Block 
(SAB), Channel-wise Attention Block (CAB), and Spatial Channel Fusion Block (S-CFB). Incorporating the DAB into the standard 
transformer allows the synergistic utilization of spatial and channel-wise attention, enhancing the exploration of visual information 
6

for volumetric medical image segmentation.
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3.2.1. Spatial attention block (SAB)

Illustrated in Fig. 2(a), our approach involves the utilization of window-based multi-head self-attention (W-MSA) and shift 
window-based multi-head self-attention (SW-MSA) [42] for applying spatial attention to volumetric medical image features. The 
rationale behind opting for W-MSA and SW-MSA to capture spatial dependencies lies in the distinct characteristics compared to 
the multi-head self-attention (MSA) in [67], the shifted window mechanism of W-MSA and SW-MSA can extract feature represen-
tations at several spatial resolutions while reducing computational complexity. Additionally, the W-MSA and SW-MSA blocks need 
to be modified to suit 3D medical image data. The two consecutive Swin transformer blocks depicted in Fig. 2(a) can be described 
mathematically as follows:

𝑧𝑙 = W-MSA(LN(𝑧𝑙)) + 𝑧𝑙−1,

𝑧𝑙 =MLP(LN(𝑧𝑙)) + 𝑧𝑙,

𝑧𝑙+1 = SW-MSA(LN(𝑧𝑙)) + 𝑧𝑙,

𝑧𝑙+1 =MLP(LN(𝑧𝑙+1)) + 𝑧𝑙+1,

(1)

Equation (1) defines the operations of window-based MSA (W-MSA) and shifted window-based MSA (SW-MSA). Here, 𝑧𝑙−1 and 𝑧𝑙
represent the inputs to W-MSA and SW-MSA, while �̂�𝑙 and �̂�𝑙+1 denote their respective outputs. The final output of spatial attention 
feature is denoted as 𝑧𝑙+1. To simplify the notation, we use 𝑈 to represent the input feature map (𝑈 = 𝑧𝑙−1) and �̂� for the output 
feature map (�̂� = 𝑧𝑙+1). Additionally, MLP and LN stand for multi-layer perception and layer normalization, respectively.

In Fig. 2(b), the diagram illustrates the window-based multi-head self-attention. Specifically, the calculation of self-attention can 
be expressed as:

Attention(𝑄𝑆,𝐾𝑆,𝑉𝑆 ) = Sof tmax
(𝑄𝑆𝐾

⊤
𝑆√

𝑑
+𝐵

)
𝑉𝑆. (2)

In Equation (2), 𝐵 ∈ ℝ𝑀3×𝑀3
represents the relative position of tokens within each window. Here, 𝑑 denotes the dimension of the 

query and key, and 𝑀3 corresponds to the number of patches in the 3D image window. The matrices for query 𝑄𝑆 , key 𝑄𝑆 , and 
value 𝑉𝑆 are computed as follows:

𝑄𝑆 =𝑊 𝑄
𝑙
𝑌 ,𝐾𝑆 =𝑊 𝐾

𝑙
𝑌 ,𝑉𝑆 =𝑊 𝑉

𝑙
𝑌 . (3)

In Equation (3), 𝑊 𝑄
𝑙
, 𝑊 𝐾

𝑙
, 𝑊 𝑉

𝑙
∈ℝ𝑀3×𝑀3

represent the linear projection matrices, while 𝑌 ∈ℝ𝑀3×𝑑 denotes the input after the LN 
layer.

3.2.2. Channel-wise attention block (CAB)

The channel-wise transformer comprises three sequential components illustrated in Fig. 3: MDTA (multi-Dconv head transposed 
attention), GDFN (gated-Dconv feed-forward network), and GCFN (gated-Conv feed-forward network). In the work by Zamir et 
al. [68], the MDTA module within Restormer is designed to perform self-attention along the channel, diverging from the spatial 
dimension. This configuration allows for global attention computation with linear computational complexity. GDFN, on the other 
hand, selectively transmits valuable information to subsequent layers while suppressing less informative features. While Restormer 
has demonstrated competitive performance in natural image enhancement, our experiments revealed a limitation in terms of losing 
local spatial information. In addition to the parallel transfer of local spatial information through spatial attention blocks, we intro-
duce a channel-wise attention block in our approach. This block incorporates a gated-conv feed-forward network (GCFN) to enhance 
the capture of local spatial information, thereby improving organ segmentation performance. The subsequent sections delve into the 
specifics of MDTA, GDFN, and GCFN.

MDTA Fig. 3(a) illustrates the MDTA module’s structure. Starting with an input feature map 𝐹 ∈ ℝ�̂�×�̂� ×�̂�×�̂� , we first apply a 
layer normalization module to obtain 𝑌 ∈ ℝ�̂�×�̂� ×�̂�×�̂� . The matrices 𝑄𝐶, 𝐾𝐶, 𝑉𝐶 ∈ ℝ�̂�×�̂� ×�̂�×�̂� are then derived through a 1×1×1 
pixel-wise convolution operation (for encoding channel-wise context) and a 3×3×3 channel-wise convolution operating (for ag-

gregating pixel-wise cross-channel context). After reshaping operations, �̂�𝑐 , 𝐾𝑇
𝑐 , 𝑉𝑐 ∈ ℝ�̂��̂� �̂�×𝐶 are obtained from 𝑄𝑐 , 𝐾𝑐 and 𝑉𝑐 , 

respectively. These matrices are utilized to generate a transposed-attention map 𝐴 ∈ℝ𝐶×𝐶 , serving as an alternative to the extensive 
spatial attention map of size �̂��̂� �̂�× �̂��̂� �̂� [67], [69]. The output feature of the MDTA module, denoted as 𝐹 , can be expressed as:

𝐹 =𝑊𝑝 ⋅Attention(�̂�𝑐 , �̂�𝑐 , 𝑉𝑐) + 𝐹

Attention(�̂�𝑐 , �̂�𝑐 , 𝑉𝑐) = 𝑉𝑐 ⋅ Sof tmax(�̂�𝑇
𝑐 ⋅ �̂�𝑐∕𝛼)

(4)

In Equation (4), the parameter 𝛼 is a learnable scaling factor that governs the magnitude of the dot product output �̂�𝑇
𝑐 ⋅ �̂�𝑐 , and 𝑊𝑝

represents a linear projection matrix. It is crucial to highlight that the result of the self-attention operation undergoes reshaping to 
7

align with the input size of 𝐹 .
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GDFN Introducing a gating mechanism [67] proves beneficial in selectively transmitting valuable information to subsequent 
layers within the network architecture. This gating network effectively suppresses less informative features. In the GDFN module, as 
illustrated in Fig. 3(b) and utilized in [68], the gating mechanism is computed as follows:

𝐹 =𝑊 0
𝑝 ⋅Gating(𝐹 ) + 𝐹

Gating(𝐹 ) = 𝜙
(
𝑊 1

𝑐 𝑊
1
𝑝 LN(𝐹 )

)
⊙𝑊 2

𝑐 𝑊
2
𝑝 LN(𝐹 ).

(5)

In Equation (5), 𝐹 and 𝐹 represent the input and output features, respectively. The operator ⊙ signifies element-wise multiplication, 
𝜙 denotes the GELU non-linearity activation layer, and LN indicates layer normalization. The linear projection matrices are denoted 
as 𝑊 0

𝑝 , 𝑊 1
𝑝 , and 𝑊 2

𝑝 . Additionally, 𝑊 1
𝑐 and 𝑊 2

𝑐 correspond to 3×3×3 channel-wise convolutions.

GCFN To address the potential loss of spatial information by the MDTA and GDFN modules, which predominantly leverage 
channel information for 3D medical image segmentation, a gated-conv feed-forward network (GCFN) module (depicted in Fig. 3(c)) 
is incorporated into the channel-wise transformer block. Notably, the GCFN differs from the GDFN in that the 3×3×3 channel-wise 
convolutions (𝑊 1

𝑐 and 𝑊 2
𝑐 ) in GDFN are replaced with 3×3×3 spatial-wise convolutions (𝑊 1

𝑠 and 𝑊 2
𝑠 ). Our hypothesis posits that 

spatial-wise convolutions may more effectively harness spatial information within volumetric medical images, thereby enhancing the 
segmentation of regions of interest.

3.2.3. Spatial-channel fusion block (S-CFB)

To maintain model conciseness, we opt for the element-wise sum to amalgamate the two attention feature maps:

𝐹𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 = LN
(
𝜌(�̂� ) + 𝜌(𝐹 )

)
(6)

In Equation (6), the symbols �̂� and 𝐹 stand for the spatial and channel-wise attention feature maps, respectively. The operation 𝜌(⋅)
signifies the dropout, with a set probability of 0.1 for zeroing an element. Additionally, LN(⋅) represents the layer normalization.

3.3. Depthwise convolution module

The 3DInceptionNeXt block is composed of 3×3×3 convolutional layers and multi-branch convolutional layers incorporating 
multi-scale depthwise separable kernels. In our experiments, we utilize kernel sizes of 3, 11, and 21 for these multi-scale depthwise 
separable kernels. Similar to ConvNeXt [37], the 3DInceptionNeXt block employs the inverted bottleneck design, where the channel 
size of the hidden 1×1×1 convolutional layer is four times wider than the input along the channel dimensions, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

Depthwise separable kernel To address the computational and memory inefficiency associated with using a large kernel in 
the convolutional layer, we adopt the depthwise convolution layer with separable kernels, following the kernel design principles 
introduced in ConvNeXt and InceptionNeXt [41]. In this section, we decompose the kernel size of 𝑥 ×𝑥 ×𝑥 into 1 ×𝑥 ×𝑥 and 𝑥 ×𝑥 ×1
kernels. This decomposition is illustrated for 21×21×21, 11×11×11, and 3×3×3 kernels in Fig. 4. Beyond the computational and 
memory savings, it has been demonstrated that separable kernels enable the model to independently extract temporal and frequency 
features, leading to improved accuracy in medical image segmentation.

Inverted bottleneck In contrast to the convolutional design of the inverted bottleneck in MobileNetV2 [70], our approach 
involves situating the multi-branch convolutional layers at the top, preceding the application of 1×1×1 convolution layers to perform 
the channel-wise expansion and squeeze operation. This design choice, akin to the ConvNeXt block [37], aids in mitigating the 
memory footprint and computational time associated with the utilization of large kernels.

Non-linear layers To augment the nonlinearity within the model, batch normalization and RELU activation layers follow each 
separable kernel, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

3.4. Loss function

In alignment with the baseline approach UNETR++, we concurrently employ both the Dice Loss and the Cross-Entropy Loss to 
optimize our network. The expression for our loss function is as follows:

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑒 +𝐶𝐸 (7)

𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 1 − 2
𝐶

𝐶∑
𝑗=1

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑃𝑖𝑗𝑌𝑖𝑗∑𝑁

𝑖=1 𝑃𝑖𝑗 +
∑𝑁

𝑖=1 𝑌𝑖𝑗
(8)

𝐶𝐸 = − 1
𝑁𝐶

𝑁∑
𝑖=1

𝐶∑
𝑗=1

(𝑌𝑖𝑗 log𝑃𝑖𝑗 ) (9)

Equation (7) represents the total loss, while Equation (8) and Equation (9) correspond to the Dice Loss and Cross-Entropy (CE) Loss, 
respectively. These equations involve parameters where 𝑁 represents the total number of voxels, 𝐶 signifies the number of target 
8

classes, 𝑃 denotes the Softmax output of the prediction segmentation, and 𝑌 represents the ground truth.
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Table 1

The Synapse dataset’s segmentation accuracy is assessed for various approaches, with evaluation metrics expressed in DSC 
(in %) and HD95 (in mm). Eight organs are subject to segmentation: spleen (Spl), right kidney (RKid), left kidney (LKid), 
gallbladder (Gal), liver (Liv), stomach (Sto), aorta (Aro), and pancreas (Pan). The optimal performance is highlighted in bold, 
while the second-best is underlined.

Methods Spl RKid LKid Gal Liv Sto Aor Pan Average

HD95 ↓ DSC ↑

U-Net [43] 86.67 68.60 77.77 69.72 93.43 75.58 89.07 53.98 - 76.85
TransUNet [2] 85.08 77.02 81.87 63.16 94.08 75.62 87.23 55.86 31.69 77.49
Swin-UNet [71] 90.66 79.61 83.28 66.53 94.29 76.60 85.47 56.58 21.55 79.13
UNETR [25] 85.00 84.52 85.60 56.30 94.57 70.46 89.80 60.47 18.59 78.35
MISSFormer [65] 91.92 82.00 85.21 68.65 94.41 80.81 86.99 65.67 18.20 81.96
nnUNet [53] 94.81 84.41 87.30 66.22 96.15 75.20 91.73 76.04 12.56 83.98
Swin-UNETR [28] 95.37 86.26 86.99 66.54 95.72 77.01 91.12 68.80 10.55 83.48
nnFormer [26] 90.51 86.25 86.57 70.17 96.84 86.83 92.04 83.35 10.63 86.57
3D-UXNet [58] 94.90 92.46 94.98 70.61 96.74 86.61 91.17 71.30 16.01 86.72
UNETR++ [66] 95.77 87.18 87.54 71.25 96.42 86.01 92.52 81.10 7.53 87.22
Ours 95.69 87.46 85.92 73.66 96.98 85.60 92.96 82.95 7.47 89.67

Table 2

The BraTS dataset’s segmentation accuracy is assessed for various approaches, with evaluation metrics ex-
pressed in DSC (in %) and HD95 (in mm). Segmentation is performed on three recombined regions: tumor core 
(TC), whole tumor (WT), and enhancing tumor (ET).

Methods WT ET TC Average

HD95 ↓ DSC ↑ HD95 ↓ DSC ↑ HD95 ↓ DSC ↑ HD95 ↓ DSC ↑

nnUNet [53] 3.64 91.9 4.06 81.0 4.95 85.6 4.60 86.2
UNETR [25] 8.27 78.9 9.35 58.5 8.85 76.1 8.82 71.1
nnFormer [26] 3.80 91.3 3.87 81.8 4.49 86.0 4.05 86.4
VT-UNet-S [27] 4.01 90.8 2.91 81.8 4.60 85.0 3.84 85.9
UNETR++ [66] 3.61 91.4 2.82 78.6 3.82 84.5 3.42 84.8

Ours 3.35 91.6 2.64 83.6 4.70 84.5 3.56 86.6

Table 3

The ACDC dataset’s segmentation accuracy is assessed for var-
ious approaches. The evaluation metric utilized is DSC (in %). 
Segmentation is performed on three sub-structures, encompass-
ing the right ventricle (RV), left ventricle (LV), and myocardium 
(MYO).

Methods RV Myo LV Average

TransUNet [2] 88.86 84.54 95.73 89.71
Swin-UNet [71] 88.55 85.62 95.83 90.00
UNETR [25] 88.49 82.04 91.62 87.38
MISSFormer [65] 86.36 85.75 91.59 87.90
nnUNet [53] 90.24 89.24 95.36 91.61
3D-UXNet [58] 77.97 81.84 92.41 84.07
nnFormer [26] 91.18 86.24 94.07 90.50
UNETR++ [66] 91.47 86.47 94.25 90.73

Ours 96.51 92.19 96.84 95.18

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental setup

Our experimentation involves three benchmark datasets for medical image segmentation: Synapse [72], ACDC [73], and 
BraTS [74].

Datasets: Synapse is a multi-organ segmentation dataset, consisting of 30 abdominal CT scans in 8 abdominal organs (spleen, 
right kidney, left kidney, gallbladder, liver, stomach, aorta, and pancreas). We adhere to the dataset division strategy employed 
in TransUNet [2] and nnFormer [26]. Specifically, we use 18 cases to form the training set, of which 4 cases are chosen for the 
validation set, and the remaining 14 cases are used for testing.

ACDC comprises 100 scans from 100 patients, with target regions of interest (ROIs) including the left ventricle (LV), right ventricle 
(RV), and myocardium (MYO). Following the data split protocol outlined in UNETR++ [66], we allocate 70 cases for training, 10 
9

for validation, and 20 for testing purposes.
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Fig. 5. Qualitative comparison of the segmentation performance for the Synapse dataset.

Fig. 6. Qualitative comparison of the segmentation performance for the BraTS dataset.

The Medical Segmentation Decathlon (MSD) BraTS dataset comprises 484 MRI scans with multi-modalities (FLAIR, T1w, T1-Gd, 
and T2w). The ground-truth segmentation labels cover peritumoral edema, GD-enhancing tumor, and the necrotic/non-enhancing 
tumor core. Evaluation of performance involves three combined regions: tumor core, whole tumor, and enhancing tumor. The dataset 
undergoes random partitioning into training (80%), validation (15%), and test (5%) sets.
10
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Fig. 7. Qualitative comparison of the segmentation performance for the ACDC dataset.

Evaluation Metrics: Model performance evaluation relies on two metrics: the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) and the 95% 
Hausdorff Distance (HD95). Typically, superior segmentation performance is reflected in a higher score for the region-based metric 
(DSC) and a lower score for the boundary-based metric (HD95). The calculation of similarity between the predicted segmentation 𝑃
and the ground truth 𝑌 based on the region is given by Equation (10):

𝐷𝑆𝐶(𝑌 ,𝑃 ) = 2 ∗ |𝑌 ∗ 𝑃 ||𝑌 |+ |𝑃 | (10)

For boundary measurement, the calculation is articulated through Equations (11), (12), and (13):

𝐻𝐷95(𝑌 ,𝑃 ) = max(𝑑𝑌 𝑃 , 𝑑𝑃𝑌 ) (11)

𝑑𝑌 𝑃 =max
𝑝∈𝑃

(
min
𝑦∈𝑌

‖𝑦− 𝑝‖) (12)

𝑑𝑃𝑌 =max
𝑦∈𝑌

(
min
𝑝∈𝑃

‖𝑝− 𝑦‖) (13)

Equation (11) quantifies the unidirectional Hausdorff distance between 𝑌 and 𝑃 , with max(⋅) representing the calculation of the 
95th percentage of the distance between the boundary points of 𝑌 and 𝑃 .

Implementation Details: Our approach is implemented in PyTorch v1.10.1, utilizing the MONAI libraries [75]. To ensure a fair 
comparison with both the baseline UNETR++ and nnFormer, we adopt identical input sizes, pre-processing strategies, and training 
data amounts. The models are trained on a single Quadro RTX 6000 24 GB GPU. For the Synapse dataset, all models undergo 
training for 1000 epochs with input 3D patches sized 128 × 128 × 64, employing a learning rate of 0.01 and weight decay of 3e−5. 
Concerning the ACDC and BRaTs datasets, we train all models at resolutions of 160 × 160 × 16 and 128 × 128 × 128, respectively. 
During training, all other hyper-parameters are kept consistent with those of nnFormer. Specifically, the input volume is segmented 
into non-overlapping patches, which are then utilized for learning segmentation maps via back-propagation. Additionally, the same 
data augmentations are applied for UNETR++, nnFormer, and our SCANeXt throughout the training process.

4.2. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

The evaluation of each task against state-of-the-art methods encompasses both quantitative and qualitative aspects.

4.2.1. Experimental results on the Synapse dataset

As listed in Table 1, results from another ten approaches are presented, including three classical methods namely, U-Net, Tran-
sUNet, Swin-UNet, and seven state-of-the-art methods namely UNETR, MISSFormer, nnUNet, SwinUNETR, nnFormer, 3D-UXNet, and 
UNETR++. We reproduce the results of nnUNet, SwinUNETR, 3D-UXNet, and UNETR++, while the results of the remaining methods 
11

are directly selected from their original papers, all the methods follow the same date split as mentioned in Section 4.1. According 
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to Table 1, with the DSC of 89.67% and the HD95 of 7.47 mm, our method achieves the best performance in both evaluation met-
rics. Our method outperforms the second-best method UNETR++ by 2.45% in the DSC and by 0.06 mm in the HD95. Specifically, 
compared with nnFormer, 3D-UXNet, and UNETR++, SCANeXt achieves the highest DSC in the segmentation of the following three 
organs, which are gallbladder, liver, and aorta, and achieves the second highest DSC in the following three organs, which are spleen, 
right kidney, and pancreas.

In Fig. 5, a qualitative comparison of SCANeXt with three state-of-the-art methods for abdominal multi-organ segmentation is 
presented. SCANeXt demonstrates a substantial reduction in the number of incorrectly segmented pixels overall. In the first row, 
both SwinUNETR and UNETR++ fail to achieve complete segmentation of the Sto region. Although 3D-UXNet performs slightly 
better, it still falls short compared to SCANeXt in terms of achieving complete segmentation. The most significant difference becomes 
evident in the fourth row, where 3D-UXNet and UNETR++ also struggle to achieve complete segmentation of the Pan region, while 
SwinUNETR succeeds in fully segmenting Pan, but makes errors at the boundaries of Sto and Liver regions. In the second row, 
SwinUNETR incorrectly segments a region that does not belong to any label as Pan. On the other hand, 3D-UXNet and UNETR++ 
both misclassify this region as Aor, with 3D-UXNet additionally incorrectly segmenting part of the Sto region. Only SCANeXt exhibits 
no misclassification in this scenario. Similar to the second row, in the third row, SwinUNETR, 3D-UXNet, and UNETR++ mistakenly 
segment regions without labels as liver or Rkid. Overall, SCANeXt achieves the closest segmentation results to the ground truth. 
This could be attributed to the SCANeXt method’s incorporation of spatial and channel attention mechanisms in the transformer, 
combined with the advantages of separable kernel convolutions in extracting contextual features.

4.2.2. Experimental results on the BraTS dataset

The experiment results on the BraTS dataset are shown in Table 2. SCANeXt surpasses other methods in segmenting enhancing 
tumor (ET) regions, yielding the highest DSC and the lowest HD95. It also performs competitively in whole tumor (WT) segmentation, 
with only a marginal 0.3% DSC difference from the classical CNN-based method nnUNet, and achieves the lowest HD95 for WT 
segmentation among all compared methods. Furthermore, SCANeXt’s average performance, in terms of DSC, is the highest, and 
its HD95 is the second-lowest. It is particularly noteworthy that SCANeXt’s performance exceeds that of the dual-attention-based 
method UNETR++ by 1.80% in DSC, which validates the effectiveness of SCANeXt’s redesigned dual-attention mechanism over the 
EPA block in UNETR++. Our SCANeXt outperforms the SOTA UNETR++ and the secondary nnFormer on average. All of them are 
based on the transformer structure. In nnFormer, they employed the basic transformer block as the main building block for local 3D 
volume embedding with high computational complexity, while our proposed DADC decomposes global transformer attention into 
spatial-wise and channel-wise transformer attention with high computation efficiency.

Qualitative segmentation results on the BraTS dataset are depicted in Fig. 6. Specifically, the first to third rows illustrate the 
segmentation outcomes of MRI scans in the transverse, sagittal, and coronal planes. In the transverse plane, UNETR++, VT-UNet-S, 
and nnFormer exhibit limitations in achieving complete segmentation of the WT subregion. In the coronal plane, these three methods 
struggle to accurately distinguish between the TC and WT regions. Additionally, in the sagittal plane, normal tissue is misidentified 
as tumor regions by all three methods. Nevertheless, SCANeXt consistently produces favorable segmentation results in all cases, 
showcasing its potential for effectively delineating irregular and complex lesions.

4.2.3. Experimental results on the ACDC dataset

The experiment results on the ACDC dataset are presented in Table 3. Compared with other methods, SCANeXt achieves the 
highest DSC for all three sub-structures segmentation, including RV, Myo and LV, surpassing the second-best methods by 5.04%, 
2.95%, 1,01%. With an average DSC of 95.18%, SCANeXt significantly outperforms other methods, achieving a remarkable 3.57% 
higher accuracy compared to the second-best performing method, nnUNet.

Fig. 7 illustrates qualitative comparisons between SCANeXt and UNETR++ on the ACDC dataset, focusing on four different cases. 
In the first row, UNETR++ exhibits under-segmentation of the left ventricle (LV) cavity, whereas SCANeXt accurately delineates all 
three categories. The second row presents a challenging sample with comparatively smaller sizes for all three heart segments. In this 
instance, UNETR++ mistakenly segments a significant portion of the LV and myocardium (Myo) regions as the right ventricle (RV), 
while SCANeXt provides a more accurate segmentation. In the third row, UNETR++ incorrectly segments a large normal region as RV, 
which is similar to the problem shown by UNETR++ in the case of the third row in Fig. 5. In the last row, UNETR++ over-segments 
the RV cavity, while SCANeXt delivers improved delineation, producing a segmentation that closely aligns with the ground truth. 
These qualitative examples show that SCANeXt successfully achieves precise segmentation of the three heart segments without either 
under-segmenting or over-segmenting. This underscores the superior capability of SCANeXt, which leverages a collaborative approach 
combining the dual-attention module and depthwise separable convolution to learn highly discriminative feature representations.

4.2.4. Comparison of the number of network parameters

During our comparative experiments on the Synapse dataset, we recorded the model complexities of five methods, denoted as 
TransUNet, UNETR, Swin-UNETR, nnFormer, and UNETR++. We measured the model complexities using two metrics, parameters, 
and FLOPs (floating-point operations). Combining the complexity measurements with the corresponding Dice Similarity Coefficient 
(DSC) obtained for each method, we created an intuitive visualization in Fig. 8, where the circle sizes represent the computational 
complexity of each method.

From Fig. 8, it can be observed that methods such as TransUNet and UNETR, which combine convolutional and attention mech-
anisms in transformer operators, exhibit lower DSC values and higher parameter counts. SwinUNETR, which replaces ViT in UNETR 
12

with Swin Transformer, enhances DSC while reducing the model’s parameter count. However, due to the inclusion of 3D moving 
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Fig. 8. The model size vs. DSC is shown in this plot. Circle size indicates computational complexity by FLOPs.

Table 4

Influence of DAM and DCM on the segmentation performance. w/o 
indicates that the module is not included.

Methods RV Myo LV Average

UNETR [25] 88.49 82.04 91.62 87.38
3D-UXNet [58] 77.97 81.84 92.41 84.07
UNETR++ [66] 91.47 86.47 94.25 90.73

SCANeXt w/o DAM 79.86 80.34 92.89 84.36
SCANeXt w/o DCM 92.77 88.24 94.02 91.68
SCANeXt 96.51 92.19 96.84 95.18

window operations, SwinUNETR requires 4 times more FLOPs than UNETR. On the other hand, nnFormer, a pure transformer-based 
method, reduces FLOPs by 44.5% compared to SwinUNETR while improving accuracy. However, its UNet structure with encoder and 
decoder constructed entirely using transformers leads to a model with more than twice the parameters of SwinUNETR. UNETR++, 
an improvement on UNETR with revised attention modules from ViT, significantly enhances DSC while reducing model parameters 
and required FLOPs.

Our proposed SCANeXt, building upon UNETR++, shows a 0.98% increase in model parameters and a 5.31% increase in FLOPs but 
achieves a 2.81% improvement in DSC. This further demonstrates the superiority of our newly proposed attention mechanism over 
UNETR++’s EPA and showcases the better performance achieved with the incorporation of DCM. Overall, our findings underscore 
the effectiveness of the proposed attention mechanism and its combination with DCM in SCANeXt, offering notable improvements 
over UNETR++ and contributing to enhanced segmentation results.

4.3. Ablation studies

We conducted ablation experiments on the ACDC segmentation dataset to investigate the impact of the DAM and DCM modules 
on SCANeXt’s performance, with the results shown in Table 4.

When the DAM module was removed, leaving only the DCM module, SCANeXt transformed into a pure convolutional UNet 
segmentation network. On average, its performance improved by only 0.29% compared to the baseline 3D-UNXet based on depthwise 
convolution. The improvement was not significant, and in fact, its accuracy in segmenting Myocardium (Myo) was lower than 3D-
UXNet. Both 3D-UNXet and SCANeXt with only DCM performed worse than the baseline UNETR. In contrast, retaining only the DAM 
module showed a performance improvement of 4.3% over UNETR and 0.95% over UNETR++, and outperformed both methods in 
segmenting all three subregions. When combining the DAM and DCM modules, SCANeXt’s performance further improved by 3.5% 
compared to using only the DAM module. This suggests that the DCM module effectively extracted features from the feature maps 
obtained after applying the DAM module at multiple scales.

Overall, the results demonstrate that the DAM module plays a crucial role in enhancing segmentation performance, while the 
13

combination of DAM and DCM modules leads to the best overall performance improvement in SCANeXt.
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4.4. Discussion

Through the comparative analysis of experimental results, SCANeXt demonstrates superior performance over state-of-the-art 
methods across datasets of varying difficulty, encompassing Synapse, BraTS, and ACDC. This compelling evidence underscores that 
the enhancement of the attention mechanism in the Transformer, coupled with its integration with depthwise convolution, represents 
a more advanced approach compared to existing methods. Ablation studies shed light on the pivotal role of two key modules, namely, 
DAM and DCM, indicating their potential to contribute to overall performance improvements. However, for a comprehensive model 
addressing medical image segmentation challenges, further validation across additional datasets is essential to ensure generalization, 
versatility, and robustness. Consequently, we anticipate that our research will attract future collaborations aimed at advancing 
algorithms for medical image segmentation.

5. Conclusion

This paper introduces SCANeXt as a versatile model designed for precise 3D medical image segmentation. We have re-designed 
a dual attention mechanism within the transformer framework. Notably, we introduced an innovative multi-Dconv head transposed 
attention to calculate attention along the channel dimension. In addition, we adapted the InceptionNeXt architecture to 3D med-
ical images within the depthwise convolution module. Extensive experiments showcase SCANeXt’s superiority over state-of-the-art 
approaches, particularly in terms of DSC and HD95 evaluation metrics. Through ablation experiments, we validated the proposed 
combination of Dual Attention-based Transformers and Depthwise Convolutions proves to be a superior approach in segmentation 
tasks. Our future research will predominantly concentrate on the development of more lightweight hybrid models based on ViT and 
CNNs. Additionally, we plan to explore segmentation methods that prioritize efficiency.
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